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ABSTRACTCT
Environmental norm has been formally used since 1970s. However, during the Cold War, the norm has not been given 
any special attention by the international public. After the Cold War, environmental issues have been noticeable, due to 
the dreadful environmental damage in many countries, that seems to be a bigger threat compared to the nuclear threat 
during the Cold War. Furthermore, the developing of many national and international organizations and movements 
that care for the environment has been a political phenomenon that should be taken into account. This article analizes 
how the international environment norm has influenced the development of environmentally based organizations and 
movements around the world after the Cold War. The existence of the international environment norm has significantly 
influenced the development of those environmentally based organizations and movements. 
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Environmental preservation has been becoming onenvironmental preservation has been becoming onehas been becoming one 
of the international norms for a long time. However, long time. However,. However, 
���i� nor� wa� no� �igni��can� during ���e �o��d �ar during the Cold Warduring the Cold WarWarar 
period due �o ���e grea� conflic� be�ween �wo �a�or 
powers, the US and the USSR. After the Cold War, the US and the USSR. After the Cold War. After the Cold War 
ended, there was an important shift to environmentalshift to environmental 
concern in international politics. This was evidentin international politics. This was evident. This was evident 
in the emergence of an integrated approach tothe emergence of an integrated approach toof an integrated approach to 
environmental concerns and a large number of large number of 
global environmental movements. This essay aims to environmental movements. This essay aims tos. This essay aims toThis essay aims tohis essay aims to 
examine how the international environmental norm 
promotes the global environmental movement in the 
post-Cold War era.ost-Cold War era. 

Based on the study of international norms andinternational norms and norms and 
global social movements, this essay argues that thets, this essay argues that the, this essay argues that theis essay argues that the essay argues that thethe 
in�erna�iona�� environ�en�a�� nor� ��a� a �igni��can� 
impact in promoting a global environmentala global environmentalglobal environmentalenvironmental 
movement through international regimes. Thethrough international regimes. Theinternational regimes. Thes. The. The The 
international environmental norm is the key to 
legitimizing and supporting both the emergence andzing and supporting both the emergence anding and supporting both the emergence and 
contribution of the global environmental movementthe global environmental movementglobal environmental movement 
within the international system. Global environmentalGlobal environmentallobal environmentalenvironmental 
movements were able to use the international norms were able to use the international normthe international norminternational norm 
to advance their cause. 

Following this introduction, part two discussesollowing this introduction, part two discussesing this introduction, part two discusses, part two discusses 
���e de��ni�ion and ���e c��arac�eri��ic� o�� in�erna�iona��characteristics of international of international 
norms. This is followed by an exploration of. This is followed by an exploration of followed by an exploration of 
the emergence, the spread and state’s responses’s responses 
towards the environmental norm during the Coldthe environmental norm during the Coldnorm during the Cold during the Cold ColdCold 
War era in part three. Part four discusses the wayes the way the way 
the environmental norm promotes the global 
environmental movement in the post-Cold War movement in the post-Cold War in the post-Cold WarWarar 
period. The essay is closed with a brief conclusion.. The essay is closed with a brief conclusion.is closed with a brief conclusion. closed with a brief conclusion.

Definition and Characteristic of 
International Normss

���e ro��e o�� nor�� in po��i�ic� ��a� been a �igni��can� 
area of study for international relations scholars.. 
This began when scholars of transnational relationsscholars of transnational relationscholars of transnational relations 
in the 1970s gave attention to transnational actors 
w��o were �o�e�i�e� influenced by nor�� and idea��o�e�i�e� influenced by nor�� and idea� influenced by nor�� and idea�s 
(Finnemore et al., 1998: 887). At the same time,., 1998: 887). At the same time,, 1998: 887). At the same time,1998: 887). At the same time,887). At the same time,At the same time,t the same time, 
norms and normative discourse challenged scholarsd scholars scholars 
due �o ���e di����cu���ie� o�� �ea�ure�en� in �er� o�� ���eof measurement in term of the measurement in term of the in term of the 
appropriateness. The norms and discourse tended tonorms and discourse tended todiscourse tended to 
be positioned beyond the methodological approach 
when studying the subject. 
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In examining the dynamic of internationaln examining the dynamic of international 
relations, constructivist theorists believe that 
the international structure is determined by theinternational structure is determined by the 
international distribution of ideas because it is able 
to shape the world structure, order, and stability 
(Finnemore et al., 1998: 894). According to., 1998: 894). According to 1998: 894). According toAccording to 
Finnemore et al. (1998: 894), a norm as form of ideaset al. (1998: 894), a norm as form of ideas. (1998: 894), a norm as form of ideasas form of ideas 
was a standard of appropriate behaviour for actors 
with a given identity. This means that norms involve 
standards of “appropriate� or “proper� behaviour 
both from the inter-subjective and the evaluative 
dimensions. As a result, norms produce social orderAs a result, norms produce social orderorms produce social order 
and stability by limiting the range of choice andby limiting the range of choice andlimiting the range of choice anding the range of choice and the range of choice and 
constraining actions of actors.ing actions of actors. actions of actors.s of actors. of actors.of actors.. 

In explaining the origin of international norms, 
Finnemore et al. (1998: 887), stated that normative1998: 887), stated that normative887), stated that normative 
and ideational concerns have always been a consistenta consistentconsistent 
thread running through the life of international 
organisations. In other words, international or. In other words, international or 
regional norms set a standard for the appropriate norms set a standard for the appropriateset a standard for the appropriate 
behaviour for states through a certain international or through a certain international or 
regional body. Similarly, Risse et al. (1999: 8) argue. (1999: 8) argue(1999: 8) argue 
that international law and international organisationsinternational law and international organisations 
are still the primary vehicles for stating community 
norms and for collective legitimation. 

Furthermore, Krasner (in Connely & Smith,, Krasner (in Connely & Smith, 
2003: 231) argue that international organisations231) argue that international organisations 
and non-government organisations (NGOs) have 
been becoming fundamental actors or “regimes� 
in creating the conditions where “the implicit or 
explicit principles, norms, rules, and decision-
making procedures around which actors� converge.. 
NGOs have emerged in response to environmental have emerged in response to environmental 
prob��e�. �inne�ore e� a��. (1998��� 89�) de��ned a�e� a��. (1998��� 89�) de��ned a�. (1998��� 89�) de��ned a� (1998��� 89�) de��ned a�(1998��� 89�) de��ned a�1998��� 89�) de��ned a�89�) de��ned a� de��ned a�d as asas 
norm promoters or norm entrepreneur those who call 
attention to issues or even “create� issues by using 
language that names, interprets, and dramatizes 
them. At the international level, norm promoters. At the international level, norm promotersAt the international level, norm promoters, norm promoters 
need some kind of organisational platform to conduct 
norm socialization (Finnemore et al., 1998: 899).socialization (Finnemore et al., 1998: 899). (Finnemore et al., 1998: 899).(Finnemore et al., 1998: 899).Finnemore et al., 1998: 899). et al., 1998: 899)., 1998: 899).899). 

Socialization is a process by which principled 
ideas held by individuals become norms in the 
sense of collective understandings about appropriate 
behaviour, by changing their identities, interests, by changing their identities, interests, 
and behaviour (Risse et al, 1999: 11). Risse et al.. 
(1999: 11) explain that socialization occur both inexplain that socialization occur both in that socialization occur both inoccur both in both inboth inin 
a domestic and an international society among 
peer groups and social groups. Socialization of an. Socialization of an Socialization of anan 
international norm is the crucial process through 
which a state becomes a member of the international 
society. Therefore, the concept of socialization may 
be useful in understanding how the international 
society transmits its norms to its members. This iss. This is. This is 

because a state’s political identity emerges not ina state’s political identity emerges not in political identity emerges not in 
isolation but in relation to other groups of states andto other groups of states and other groups of states ands and and 
international non-state actors.

Finnemore et al., (1998: 895) argue that there is a., (1998: 895) argue that there is a, (1998: 895) argue that there is a 
three-stage process of norm socialization, known aszation, known asation, known as 
the norm life cycle; norm emergence, norm cascade, 
and norm internalization. The first stage, normternalization. The first stage, normnalization. The first stage, normzation. The first stage, normation. The first stage, norm 
emergence, is a persuasion by norm entrepreneurs,entrepreneurs,, 
as they attempt to convince a critical mass of states they attempt to convince a critical mass of statess 
(norm leaders) to embrace a new norm. The seconda new norm. The secondnew norm. The second 
stage, norm cascade, is characterized by a dynamiczed by a dynamiced by a dynamic 
of imitation as the norm leaders attempt to socialize 
other states to become norm followers. This stages. This stage. This stage 
is facilitated by a combination of pressure for 
conformity, desire to develop legitimation, and the 
will of state leaders to enhance their self-esteem. 
Finally, norm internalization occurs when a normzation occurs when a normation occurs when a norma normnorm 
acquires a taken-for-granted quality and is no longeris no longer no longer 
a matter of broad public debate. 

However, the completion of the “life cycle� is“life cycle� islife cycle� is� is is 
not an inevitable process. It depends on the actorson the actors actors 
involved, motives, and mechanism of influence 
(Finnemore et al., 1998: 895). Consequently, many et al., 1998: 895). Consequently, many, 1998: 895). Consequently, many 
emergent norms fail to reach the further stages.s fail to reach the further stages. fail to reach the further stages.s. 
Internalized or cascading norms may eventuallyzed or cascading norms may eventuallyed or cascading norms may eventually 
become the prevailing standard of appropriateness 
against which norms emerge and compete for which norms emerge and compete for 
support. 

Regarding the global environmental movement,onmental movement,al movement, movement,movement, 
Lipschultz et al. (1996:1) determine it as a trans-. (1996:1) determine it as a trans- (1996:1) determine it as a trans-
national system of rules, principles, norms, and 
practise oriented around a very large number of 
often dissimilar actors, focused on environmentalactors, focused on environmentalenvironmental 
protection, sustainability, and governance. Charnovits 
(in O’Brien et al., 2000: 12) includes NGOs under the’Brien et al., 2000: 12) includes NGOs under theBrien et al., 2000: 12) includes NGOs under the., 2000: 12) includes NGOs under the, 2000: 12) includes NGOs under theincludes NGOs under theNGOs under the under the 
umbrella term of the global environmental movement.the global environmental movement.global environmental movement.. 
The environmental movement or NGOs are mainlyare mainlymainly 
motivated by shared ethical ideas or values aiming toaiming to 
achieve social transformation by shaping the way vasttransformation by shaping the way vastshaping the way vast 
numbers of people live their lives. NGOs do not gain 
authority through governmental support per se (KeckKeck 
& Sikkink, 1998: 30). As a result, environmental). As a result, environmentalAs a result, environmental 
movements are often unwilling to compromise,s are often unwilling to compromise, are often unwilling to compromise, 
and are deliberately completely independent fromare deliberately completely independent fromdeliberately completely independent from 
government agencies (Rucht, 1995: 79). The power 
o�� ac�ivi�� ��ie� in popu��ar �obi��iza�ion �o influence��ie� in popu��ar �obi��iza�ion �o influenceza�ion �o influencea�ion �o influenceinfluence 
the holders of capital and economic power making 
���e� an�i��y��e�ic (O Brien　e� a��.�� 2000��� 12).., 2000: 12)., 2000: 12). 

Similarly, Jamison et al. (in Rawcliffe, 1998:et al. (in Rawcliffe, 1998:. (in Rawcliffe, 1998: (in Rawcliffe, 1998:(in Rawcliffe, 1998:in Rawcliffe, 1998:awcliffe, 1998: 1998: 
36) determine a movement as a plurality of 
organizations and groups engaged in strategic action 
in a po��i�ica�� ��e��d�� co�pe�ing and bargaining wi��� 
their counterparts from the established political 
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culture as well as each other. Lipschultz (in O’BrienLipschultz (in O’Brien’BrienBrienenn 
et al., 2000: 111) also argues that an environmental., 2000: 111) also argues that an environmental 2000: 111) also argues that an environmental111) also argues that an environmental also argues that an environmentalo argues that an environmental argues that an environmental 
movement organization (EMO) holds an alternativezation (EMO) holds an alternativeation (EMO) holds an alternativeholds an alternativean alternative 
development paradigm, which is different from 
the conventional socio-economic paradigm and it-economic paradigm and iteconomic paradigm and it paradigm and itparadigm and itand it it 
challenges the conventional political system.es the conventional political system.s the conventional political system. the conventional political system. 

Furthermore, Keck & Sikkink (1998: 12) (1998: 12) 
explain that a global movement appears most likelyappears most likelys most likely most likely 
to emerge around several issues. First, channels. First, channels First, channelsFirst, channelsirst, channelss 
between domestic groups and their governmentss and their governments and their governments 
are blocked, or where such channels are ineffective 
��or re�o��ving a conflic�. ���i� �i�ua�ion ��i�u��a�e� 
domestic NGO to bypass their state and directly 
search out international allies to try to bring pressure 
on their state from outside. Second, activist or 
“political entrepreneurs� believe that networkingpolitical entrepreneurs� believe that networkingentrepreneurs� believe that networking believe that networking 
will further their mission and campaign, and actively 
promote their goals. They believe that transnational 
networking will further their organization’s missions,zation’s missions,ation’s missions,’s missions, missions, 
by sharing information, attaining greater visibility, 
gaining access to wider publics, and multiplyingand multiplyingmultiplying 
channels of institutional access. Third, conferencesconferencesonferences 
and other forms of international contact create arenas 
for forming and strengthening networks. 

In pursuing their objectives, environmental global 
movements or NGOs may invoke professional normss or NGOs may invoke professional norms or NGOs may invoke professional normsprofessional norms norms 
as well as values (Keck & Sikkink, 1998: 121). In 
o���er word��� ���e nor� pro�p�� �u��i��ca�ion� ��or���e nor� pro�p�� �u��i��ca�ion� ��ornor� pro�p�� �u��i��ca�ion� ��oror� pro�p�� �u��i��ca�ion� ��or� �u��i��ca�ion� ��or �u��i��ca�ion� ��or 
environmental NGOs’ action. It leaves an extensive’ action. It leaves an extensivean extensiveextensive 
trail of communication among NGOs’ membersmemberss 
because the norm embodies a quality of “ought ness� 
and shared moral assessment (Fennimore et al.,t (Fennimore et al.,Fennimore et al., 
1998: 892). Cortell & Davis (2000: 69) also argue892). Cortell & Davis (2000: 69) also argue). Cortell & Davis (2000: 69) also argue& Davis (2000: 69) also argue (2000: 69) also argue 
that when a norm is salient in a particular social 
discourse, its invocation by relevant actors legitimatess 
a particular behaviour or action, creating a prima-
facie obligation, then questioning or delegitimating 
alternative choices. 

When advocating a minority position at the 
domestic level, the environmental movement as 
“norm entrepreneur� uses the international norm 
to strengthen their position in domestic debate 
(Finnemore et al., 1998: 893). The proponent of 
the international norm will invoke it to justify 
institutional, policy change or to delegitimize the 
preferences of domestic actors. At the international 
level, global environment movements also use the 
environ�en�a�� nor� a� a �u��i��ca�ion �o increa�e 
their leverage in environmental issues by involving 
an international lobbying or establishing more 
transnational networks (Doherty, 2002: 39). This is 
because the power of a movement lies in the multiple 
channels of access to the international arena through 

a structured interaction in term of transnational 
networks in endorsing a certain norm (Keck & 
Sikkink, 1998: 1). Thus, environmental actors use 
the power of their information, ideas, and strategies 
to alter the information and value contacts within 
which states make policies, especially to overcome 
the lack of traditional powerful resources (Keck et al 
1998: 16). 

International Environmental Norm: 
Its Emergence, Spread, and The State’s 
Response

�or ���e ��r�� �i�e�� ���e in�erna�iona�� environ�en�a��nternational environmental 
norm appeared at the United Nation Conferenceed at the United Nation Conference at the United Nation Conference 
on the Human Environment (UNCHE), which isis 
also known as the Stockholm Conference, in 1972 the Stockholm Conference, in 1972 Stockholm Conference, in 1972 
(Li���n�� 1993��� 108). According �o �onca & Dabe��ko. According to Conca & DabelkoAccording to Conca & Dabelko& DabelkoDabelko 
(1998: 19) it was the first broadly international 
effort to evaluate and discuss the environment inenvironment in in 
systematic, comprehensive terms, and it helpeds, and it helped, and it helped 
established the trajectory of future efforts. The. TheThe 
scope of UNCHE encompassed a complex array 
of diplomatic initiatives and debates; attempts at 
transnational building; and global movement for; and global movement for and global movement for 
social change that unfolded during the next two 
decades. The environmental norm continued tohe environmental norm continued to 
develop afterwards, as demonstrated by the World afterwards, as demonstrated by the Worldas demonstrated by the World 
Commission on Environment and Development 
Report (Brundtland Commission) in 1987 and ateport (Brundtland Commission) in 1987 and at 
the United Nations Conference on Environment and 
Development (UNCED) in 1992.(UNCED) in 1992.in 1992. 

As a result, the environmental norm is stated, the environmental norm is stated 
explicitly in treaties, resolutions, declarations, 
rules, and standards established by international 
organizations (Bernstein, 2000: 467), such as the 
Geneva Convention on Long-Range Transboundary 
Air �o����u�ion; ���e Vienna �onven�ion and Mon�rea�� 
Protocol on the Ozone Layer; the Basel Convention 
on Hazardous Wastes; the Nordic Environmental 
Protection Convention; the London Convention 
on Marine Pollution; and the UN Convention on 
the Law of the Sea (Jackson, 1996: 175). These 
illustrate that the environmental norm has become that the environmental norm has becomethe environmental norm has becomeenvironmental norm has becomeal norm has become norm has becomehas becomebecome 
one o�� ���e �igni��can� in�erna�iona�� nor���� w��ic��, which 
Jackson (1996: 175) terms “a greening atmosphere� “a greening atmosphere�“a greening atmosphere�atmosphere�� 
in international society, both in diplomatic and legalinternational society, both in diplomatic and legal, both in diplomatic and legalin diplomatic and legal 
spheres. The increasing number of international The increasing number of internationalThe increasing number of internationalhe increasing number of internationalincreasing number of international number of international 
conferences from the 1970s, and the emergence of, and the emergence of and the emergence of 
international environmental treaties in the 1980s 
and 1990s have helped domestic actors interested in 
similar environmental issues (Reinmann, 2003: 6).environmental issues (Reinmann, 2003: 6). issues (Reinmann, 2003: 6). 
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In other words, the United Nations (UN) as the pre-the United Nations (UN) as the pre-United Nations (UN) as the pre-pre-
eminent international organization has been playinginternational organization has been playingorganization has been playing has been playing 
the dominant role in promoting the environmental 
norm and establishing it as an international regime.regime. 
There are two reasons why the UN is the dominantis the dominantdominant 
body promoting the environmental norm. First, thepromoting the environmental norm. First, theing the environmental norm. First, thethe environmental norm. First, theenvironmental norm. First, the. First, theFirst, the, thethe 
UN has been taking environmental concerns as onehas been taking environmental concerns as one environmental concerns as ones as one as one 
of its duties since there was very little consciousnessies since there was very little consciousness since there was very little consciousnesssince there was very little consciousnessconsciousness 
among states about environmental problems afterenvironmental problems after problems afters after after 
World War II (Soroos, 1999: 27). Although there 
were some environmental organizations, such asenvironmental organizations, such as organizations, such aszations, such asations, such as 
International Commission for the Rhine-Danube 
Rivers, the International Meteorological Organization,zation,ation, 
and the International Joint Commission, states were 
hardly committed to the environmental issue. Atenvironmental issue. At issue. At 
that time, most states concentrated on economic 
and political development regarding the Post-Worldthe Post-WorldPost-WorldWorld 
War II situation. There was no sense in which statesar II situation. There was no sense in which statesII situation. There was no sense in which statessituation. There was no sense in which states. There was no sense in which states 
prioritised environmental degradation. For the UN,environmental degradation. For the UN, degradation. For the UN,the UN,UN, 
environ�en�a�� i��ue� were a �igni��can���y broaderi��ue� were a �igni��can���y broader� were a �igni��can���y broader were a �igni��can���y broaderwere a �igni��can���y broader a �igni��can���y broader 
mission, compared to its predecessor, the League of, compared to its predecessor, the League ofits predecessor, the League ofthe League ofLeague of 
Nations. However, the environmental issues were. However, the environmental issues werethe environmental issues weres were werewere 
never mentioned in the UN Charter. Second, the 
�a�or conflic� be�ween ���e �� and ���e ���R duringthe US and the USSR during during 
the Cold War made the UN the inevitable actor inCold War made the UN the inevitable actor inUN the inevitable actor in the inevitable actor in 
promoting the environmental issue due to global 
environmental problems. After struggling with problems. After struggling with 
national recovery following the World War II, states following the World War II, states, states 
were focused on the Cold War. Hence, most statesfocused on the Cold War. Hence, most statesthe Cold War. Hence, most states 
had concentrated on the competition between East on the competition between Eastcompetition between Eastompetition between East 
and West blocks, especially in military terms. blocks, especially in military terms., especially in military terms.especially in military terms. in military terms. 

The massive environmental degradationenvironmental degradation degradation 
throughout the years encouraged the UN toUN to 
promote the environmental norm by conducting 
���e ��r�� in�erna�iona�� environ�en�a�� con��erence in 
Stockholm 1972, the UN Conference on Humanthe UN Conference on HumanUN Conference on Human 
Environment (UNCHE). At this conference, the (UNCHE). At this conference, the. At this conference, thethe 
�N ���owed a do�inan� ro��e in �anaging conflic� 
and solving collective action regarding international 
environmental problems (Hurrel, 1995: 133). problems (Hurrel, 1995: 133).problems (Hurrel, 1995: 133).s (Hurrel, 1995: 133). (Hurrel, 1995: 133)., 1995: 133). 133). 
This conference was based on an assumption that 
environ�en�a�� degrada�ion canno� be con��ned wi���in 
state boundaries but spills over them, such as thes over them, such as the over them, such as the, such as the 
radioactive contamination from nuclear weapons, the 
widespread of toxic within the ecosystem, the damage 
of forest and aquatic life from acid deposition..

Consequently, environment problems areenvironment problems are 
not only problems for each nation, because theyonly problems for each nation, because they problems for each nation, because theythey 
cannot be resolved by isolated actions of individual 
nation. Wight argues (in Hurrel, 1995: 130) thats (in Hurrel, 1995: 130) that (in Hurrel, 1995: 130) that1995: 130) that130) that 
environmentalism is not only concerned with the 
ideas of the “good life� but also with the best meansthe “good life� but also with the best means“good life� but also with the best meansbest meansmeans 
to ensure human survival, by overcoming the critical 

distinction between domestic and international 
politics. Thus, environmentalism encourages statesThus, environmentalism encourages states 
to recognize that the destruction of the environmentze that the destruction of the environmente that the destruction of the environmenthe destruction of the environment 
is not only dysfunctional or unwise, but also morally, but also morally but also morallymorally 
wrong (Jackson, 1996: 174).Jackson, 1996: 174).174). 

Furthermore, Goddin (1999: 437) explains thatGoddin (1999: 437) explains that1999: 437) explains that437) explains thatexplains that 
the normative structures of the environmental issuesof the environmental issuesthe environmental issues issues 
encompass shared rights, shared duties, and shared shared rights, shared duties, and sharedshared rights, shared duties, and shared, shared duties, and sharedshared duties, and shared, and shared 
responsibilities. Shared rights occur when all states 
posse strictly similar rights to utilize the environment.strictly similar rights to utilize the environment. similar rights to utilize the environment. 
Shared duties aim to restrain any violations from anaim to restrain any violations from an 
autonomous nation towards the rights of some other 
nations. The similar duties aim at preserving the 
environment of every nation. Shared responsibilityhared responsibility 
is being responsible together with various others for 
producing certain outcomes regarding environmental outcomes regarding environmental regarding environmental 
preservation. For instance, bringing pressure upon 
nations that failed to follow the norm and making failed to follow the norm and making and making 
receipt of foreign aid or loans conditional upon 
effective policies to protect the environment within 
the recipient nations.. 

In other words, the environmental issue has 
become one of the global issues. Hurrel (1995:Hurrel (1995:1995: 
130-31) explains that there are three reasons why) explains that there are three reasons whys that there are three reasons why that there are three reasons whys why whywhy 
the environment as an issue has globalized. Firstly,as an issue has globalized. Firstly,has globalized. Firstly,ized. Firstly, Firstly,Firstly,irstly, 
humanity is facing a range of global environmentalfacing a range of global environmental a range of global environmentala range of global environmental range of global environmental 
problems that affect everyone and they can bethey can becan be 
effectively managed only on the basis of cooperation 
among states of the world. Secondly, the degree of states of the world. Secondly, the degree of 
many originally regional and local environmental 
problems threatens broader international 
repercu��ion�� �uc�� a� in�er and in�ra ��a�e conflic�. 
Thirdly, the complex relationship between the 
generation of environmental problems and the 
working of the effectively globalized world economyd world economy world economy 
creates a new issue, which called globalization.s a new issue, which called globalization. a new issue, which called globalization. 

However, the environmental issue has not 
automatically united all actors within the movement. 
It is driven by many factors, thus, there is nodriven by many factors, thus, there is noriven by many factors, thus, there is no by many factors, thus, there is noby many factors, thus, there is nothere is no 
distinctive character of environmental norm (Keck (Keck 
& Sikkink, 1998: 121). Political structure, culture,. Political structure, culture, Political structure, culture,Political structure, culture,olitical structure, culture, 
and policy style, determine whether a state accepts 
the environmental norm or not. For instance, theFor instance, the the 
federal system offers a greater opportunity for 
environmental groups to access political elites at groups to access political elites at 
different levels and to respond to local differences in 
environmental conditions, rather than a centralizedmental conditions, rather than a centralizedthan a centralized a centralizedzeded 
government. This means certain nations have a more 
consensual approach to policy making, because the 
policy process is relatively open to environmentalenvironmental 
pressure groups. 

Furthermore, Lipschultz & Mayer (1996:& Mayer (1996: (1996: 
29) explain that political economic issues also 
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influence a ��a�e’� po��icy regarding environ�en�a��’s policy regarding environmentals policy regarding environmentalenvironmental 
protection. For developed countries, it is shown 
that the environment has been largely subordinateenvironment has been largely subordinate has been largely subordinatesubordinate 
to economic concerns in order to fulfil basicfulfil basic basic 
industrial requirements. Resources are important for 
production. In contrast, less-developed countries are 
often dominated by governments that have fragile 
institutions and lack legitimacy (Lipschultz & Mayer,& Mayer,, 
1996: 30). The weakness of developing countries has 
been recognized generally as involving the lack of 
“capacity�, an inability to intervene effectively incapacity�, an inability to intervene effectively in�, an inability to intervene effectively in, an inability to intervene effectively in 
various areas of socio-economic life. 

The lack of consensus during the 1972 UN 
Conference on the Human Environment (UNCHE)(UNCHE) 
in ��ock��o��� ���owed ���a� i� wa� di����cu��� �o e��ab��i���ed ���a� i� wa� di����cu��� �o e��ab��i��� ���a� i� wa� di����cu��� �o e��ab��i���wa� di����cu��� �o e��ab��i���� di����cu��� �o e��ab��i��� 
a similar vision among countries in dealing with the 
environment and development. For example, thereFor example, there, there 
was disagreement among developed countries overamong developed countries overover 
ecologically responsible development models and 
contributing $100 million to the Environmental 
Fund and other development assistance to thedevelopment assistance to the assistance to the 
Third World (Keck & Sikkink, 1998: 124). The& Sikkink, 1998: 124). The, 1998: 124). The 
US voted against a resolution that environmental 
protection not be allowed to pose a threat to thethe 
Third World development because the resolution 
“introduced developmental issues are irrelevant tointroduced developmental issues are irrelevant to 
the main purpose of the conference, which was to 
focus world attention on the global problems of the 
human environment�(Keck & Sikkink, 1998: 124).�(Keck & Sikkink, 1998: 124).(Keck & Sikkink, 1998: 124). 
In contrast, Sweden’s delegation agreed that the’s delegation agreed that thes delegation agreed that the 
redistribution of global resources was not just a moral 
imperative but also a realistic response to the obvious 
limits to growth. The Third World countries seemed The Third World countries seemedhe Third World countries seemed 
uni��ed on �ub��ance. ���ey be��ieved ���a� pover�y wa� 
the great polluter and development was the solution. 
Thus, environmental awareness could arise if peopleenvironmental awareness could arise if people 
within those countries had an improved standard of 
living. Some Third World countries, such as ChinaSome Third World countries, such as Chinaome Third World countries, such as Chinasuch as China China 
and Brazil, accused the industrialised North of using 
environmental arguments to try to keep developing arguments to try to keep developing 
countries subordinated. 

Despite the disagreement among states, thedisagreement among states, the among states, the, the 
Stockholm Conference reached a consensus, 
known as sustainable development. Sustainable 
deve��op�en� wa� co�pri�ed o�� bo��� �peci��c po��icy 
measures, such as environmental impact assessment,assessment,, 
as well as a more ideational goal of respecting the 
natural environment. There are several states whichThere are several states whichhere are several states which 
have responded enthusiastically while others have 
not. The different responses among states show that 
the environmental norm is still debatable. This is dueenvironmental norm is still debatable. This is due 
to a number of factors (Hurrel, 1995: 134-37). First, 
regimes and international institution are coming to 

form new centres of authority that challenge the 
authority of national governments. Therefore, statess. Therefore, states states 
are constrained by a set of international principles, 
rules, norms, and institution. In fact, each state hasion. In fact, each state has 
its own policy based on their national interests.s own policy based on their national interests. own policy based on their national interests. 
Second, the international organization does not gain, the international organization does not gain not gainnot gain 
the environmental norms solely from the individual 
strength, but from the extent to which it ties states 
into a continuing and institutionalized process of 
negotiation. This means that some states have beenThis means that some states have been 
influenced by environ�en�a�� nor� en�repreneur���environmental norm entrepreneurs, norm entrepreneurs,entrepreneurs,, 
such as environmental NGOs, while some othersenvironmental NGOs, while some others NGOs, while some others 
have not. 

To overcome the potential conflict among 
states and to implement agreement over this issue, 
the United Nations established the United Nationsestablished the United Nationsed the United Nations 
Environ�en� �rogra� (�NE�). According �o Li���nAccording �o Li���n 
(1993: 106), the UNEP formation represented a1993: 106), the UNEP formation represented a106), the UNEP formation represented aa 
norm institutionalization within international society 
through a process by which “soft law� becomes 
“hard law�. The UNEP has become adept atThe UNEP has become adept atUNEP has become adept at 
guiding nations through the process of establishing 
a framework convention that recognizes the 
existence of environmental problems and facilitatess and facilitates and facilitates 
information sharing, subsequently adding actual 
control measures. 

The role of the UN in environmental normthe UN in environmental normUN in environmental normin environmental norm environmental norm 
socialization was shown when the UNEP promotedn when the UNEP promoted when the UNEP promotedthe UNEP promotedUNEP promoted 
���e ��or�u��a�ion ��or ozone nego�ia�ion��� a �igni��can���or�u��a�ion ��or ozone nego�ia�ion��� a �igni��can���or ozone nego�ia�ion��� a �igni��can� ozone nego�ia�ion��� a �igni��can� 
effort for countries to institutionalize ozone 
protection. This is because the UNEP promoted 
an environmental norm towards states through aenvironmental norm towards states through a norm towards states through a 
nego�ia�ion proce�� w��ic�� reflec�ed ���e nor� ��i��e�
cycle. 

Hence, the UN has been playing a dominant 
role in building international awareness about thebuilding international awareness about theabout the 
environmental issues by facilitating environmentals by facilitating environmental 
forums and agreements, especially since UNCHE.UNCHE.. 
As a result UNCHE is believed to be the watershedwatershed 
of environmental concerns within internationalenvironmental concerns within international concerns within international 
politics. 

The Acceptance of States TowardsAcceptance of States Towards 
Environmental Norm: 
A Path to Promote Environmental Global Path to Promote Environmental Global 
Movement in Post-Cold War Era EraEra

After the demise of theColdWar,environmental issuesthe ColdWar,environmental issuesCold War, environmental issuess 
became crucial. The end of the Cold War has openedame crucial. The end of the Cold War has openedme crucial. The end of the Cold War has opened 
the space for development of a new understanding ofa new understanding ofnew understanding of 
security beyond traditional military interpretations. 
The political salience of environmental issues hass has has 
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increased enormously over the last two decades as 
the result of accelerating rates of environmental 
degrada�ion�� i�proved �cien�i��c know��edge�� and 
heightened popular awareness (Hurrel, 1993: 130).1993: 130).130). 
�� i� �igni��can���y di����eren� ��ro� ���e 19�0� �o 1980���i� �igni��can���y di����eren� ��ro� ���e 19�0� �o 1980����igni��can���y di����eren� ��ro� ���e 19�0� �o 1980��� 
when the focus of the international community wasthe international community wasinternational community waswas 
primarily on international security concerns generatedon international security concerns generateds generated generated 
by the Cold War (Connely & Smith, 2003: 237). This Cold War (Connely & Smith, 2003: 237). This(Connely & Smith, 2003: 237). This, 2003: 237). This237). ThisThis 
i� becau�e �o�� ��a�e� iden�i��ed ���e��e��ve� in ���eo�� ��a�e� iden�i��ed ���e��e��ve� in ���ethe 
frame of the East-West blocks competition, thus,the East-West blocks competition, thus,East-West blocks competition, thus,-West blocks competition, thus,West blocks competition, thus, competition, thus,, thus,, 
i� wa� di����cu��� �o gain ���e con�en�u� regarding ���e 
environmental problems. Although environmentalproblems. Although environmental. Although environmental 
issues gained ground as a new discourse in thes gained ground as a new discourse in the gained ground as a new discourse in thegained ground as a new discourse in theas a new discourse in the 
1960s by environmental movements, at that times, at that time, at that time 
the concentration of environmental activists wereof environmental activists were 
primarily focused on the war issue, especially thefocused on the war issue, especially the 
Vie�na� �ar (De ��eiguer�� 199���� 2�).De Steiguer, 1995: 26).Steiguer, 1995: 26). 

In the post-Cold War era, the new comprehensivecomprehensive 
concept of security emerged, including thethe 
environmental issue. Today, many states believeissue. Today, many states believe. Today, many states believe 
that the existing institutions may still be inadequateexisting institutions may still be inadequate institutions may still be inadequateinadequate 
to forestall future ecological crisis. It needs another 
actor to work together with the existing actors in 
promoting the environmental norm. As Mustofaenvironmental norm. As Mustofa norm. As Mustofa 
Tolba (in McCormick, 1999: 52), the former 
executive director of UNEP, stated:

The commitment (by government) to set 
up ministries and to enter into international 
agreement has not always led to an equal 
commitment of action. Environment ministries 
exist, but their role in national decision-making 
is frequently marginal. Agreements have been 
entered into freely, but the will to enforce them 
has often been lacking. 

Therefore, the UN established a wider 
environmental regime by involving more 
environmental organizations, which expresses a organizations, which expresses azations, which expresses aations, which expresses a, which expresses a a 
broadening of spatial and temporal horizon through 
the United Nation Conference on Environment 
and Development (UNCED) 1992 in Rio,UNCED) 1992 in Rio,) 1992 in Rio, 1992 in Rio, in Rio, 
Brazil. Although the UNCHE also involved the. Although the UNCHE also involved the Although the UNCHE also involved the 
environmental NGOs (Colas, 2002: 153), it was to 
a lesser degree than in the UNCED. The demise of 
the Cold War encouraged states to recognize theze thee the 
existence of NGOs, including environmental groups of NGOs, including environmental groups 
(Weiss & Gordenker, 1996: 24). With the breakdown 1996: 24). With the breakdown1996: 24). With the breakdown24). With the breakdown. With the breakdown With the breakdown 
of the Cold War ideological and social orthodoxy,Cold War ideological and social orthodoxy,ideological and social orthodoxy, 
the reluctance of state actors to interact with NGOs 
evaporated. 

Consequently, the UNCED brings legitimationUNCED brings legitimationbrings legitimationlegitimationation 
of environmental issues as a part of high politics. environmental issues as a part of high politics.s as a part of high politics. as a part of high politics.a part of high politics. of high politics.. 

For environmental movements or NGOs, it meansenvironmental movements or NGOs, it meanss or NGOs, it means 
they are no longer distinctive in their recognitionlonger distinctive in their recognition 
of environmental issues as states view them asenvironmental issues as states view them asissues as states view them as as states view them asas states view them as states view them asm as as 
more serious and with wider social and economic 
implications than in the past (Doherty 2002: 39).s than in the past (Doherty 2002: 39). than in the past (Doherty 2002: 39).in the past (Doherty 2002: 39).Doherty 2002: 39). 

However, there are other factors that makeare other factors that make other factors that make 
NGOs the inevitable leading actors in environmental 
concern within international politics (O’Brien et’Brien etBrien et 
al., 2000: 114). Firstly, the existence of extensive., 2000: 114). Firstly, the existence of extensive, 2000: 114). Firstly, the existence of extensive Firstly, the existence of extensiveFirstly, the existence of extensiveirstly, the existence of extensively, the existence of extensive, the existence of extensive 
networks linking environmental and other groups.s linking environmental and other groups. linking environmental and other groups.s.. 
Transnational NGO networks are important in thes are important in the are important in the 
development of pressure group politics at the nationalthe nationalnational 
and the global level of decision making. Campaignsthe global level of decision making. Campaignsglobal level of decision making. Campaignss 
a� bo��� ���e ��oca�� and in�erna�iona�� ��eve��� bene��� ��ro�� bene��� ��ro� bene��� ��ro� 
the creation of coalitions and alliances to pursues and alliances to pursue and alliances to pursueto pursue pursue 
�peci��c goa���. G��oba�� environ�en�a�� �ove�en�� are 
crucial as monitors. Hence, NGOs help to changeas monitors. Hence, NGOs help to change monitors. Hence, NGOs help to changes. Hence, NGOs help to changehange 
the policies of states and international organizationss and international organizations and international organizationss 
because they are able to mobilize people to affecthey are able to mobilize people to affectare able to mobilize people to affectmobilize people to affect 
domestic and international politics.and international politics.politics.

Secondlyly, ���e �ource o�� ���e influence o�� g��oba��o�� ���e influence o�� g��oba��influence o�� g��oba�� 
environ�en�a�� �ove�en�� ��ie� in ���eir �cien�i��c� ��ie� in ���eir �cien�i��c ��ie� in ���eir �cien�i��cin ���eir �cien�i��cn ���eir �cien�i��c 
knowledge and expertise. Those capacities could 
help those NGOs to focus on the root of a problem,those NGOs to focus on the root of a problem, to focus on the root of a problem, 
and can foster community solutions to common 
problems because they bring advanced knowledges because they bring advanced knowledgethey bring advanced knowledged knowledge knowledge 
to bear on environmental issues. Thus, NGOs ares. Thus, NGOs are. Thus, NGOs areThus, NGOs are 
adapting more quickly to local aspirations than 
governmental structures. 

Thirdlyly, the global environmental movement has a 
good relationship with the media due to an extensivean extensive extensive 
network of contact. The media is accustomed toaccustomed to to 
publicizing information and disgracing governmentsing information and disgracing governments information and disgracing governmentsing governments governmentss 
and international organizations. The media is ans. The media is an. The media is an 
ou���e� ��or ���e pub��ica�ion o�� re�earc�� ��nding��� ands, and, and 
it is also used to attract attention and publicize ais also used to attract attention and publicize aalso used to attract attention and publicize a 
par�icu��ar i��ue ���roug�� repor�ing on ��ig�� pro����e 
mass rallies and protests.s.. 

Acquiring these capacities, environmentalese capacities, environmentalse capacities, environmental 
NGOs are able to respond and represent hope for are able to respond and represent hope forare able to respond and represent hope forable to respond and represent hope for 
positive attitude change toward some environmentalchange toward some environmental 
issues when the state does not respond. Accordings when the state does not respond. According when the state does not respond. According the state does not respond. According state does not respond. According respond. According. According 
to Wapner (1998: 104), environment movements1998: 104), environment movements8: 104), environment movements: 104), environment movements104), environment movementss 
cou��d exer� po��i�ica�� influence in wor��d po��i�ic� by 
pre��uring or influencing ��a�e� and crea�ing a ��or� 
of ‘world civic politic’ in which state behaviour 
becomes less central to collective choice. In this case,In this case, 
when the global environmental movements face aenvironmental movements face a movements face a 
domestic barrier, they utilized the international normszed the international normsed the international norms 
to gain legitimacy and bolster their position vis-�-vis-�-
vis the state by exposing it to international criticism the state by exposing it to international criticismexposing it to international criticism it to international criticism 
and comparison (Reinmann, 2003: 6). Moreover, 
in relation to the UN, NGOs are able to mobilizethe UN, NGOs are able to mobilize NGOs are able to mobilizeGOs are able to mobilizeare able to mobilizeable to mobilize 
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popular support, publicize the UN activities, provide, publicize the UN activities, provide publicize the UN activities, providee the UN activities, provide the UN activities, provide, provide providee 
expertise to the secretariat and member states, and, and and 
monitor the implementation of the UN conventions.the UN conventions.UN conventions.s.. 
Those illustrate that NGOs have been particularlyose illustrate that NGOs have been particularly illustrate that NGOs have been particularlyhave been particularly been particularly 
active at building global civil society around UN 
world conferences (O’Brien et al., 2000: 16).’Brien et al., 2000: 16).Brien et al., 2000: 16).., 2000: 16)., 2000: 16). 

According to Rawcliffe (1998:185), the increasingRawcliffe (1998:185), the increasing (1998:185), the increasing(1998: 185), the increasing, the increasing the increasingthe increasing 
number of environment participant movement 
after the Earth Summit in 1992 demonstrated the the Earth Summit in 1992 demonstrated the 
importance of civil society, since it showed that 
governmentsalonecouldn’taddresstheenvironmentalsalonecouldn’taddresstheenvironmental alone couldn’t address the environmental 
crisis. It also suggests that transnational activismsuggests that transnational activism that transnational activism 
is increasingly facilitated by the globalization 
of audio-visual media, the popularization of 
information technology, greater international 
mobility, and indeed increased familiarity with the 
globally dominant norms and values (Colas, 2003:2003: 
141). Similarly, Reinmann (2003: 4) explains, the Similarly, Reinmann (2003: 4) explains, theSimilarly, Reinmann (2003: 4) explains, theReinmann (2003: 4) explains, the 
emergence of global environmental movements inenvironmental movements in movements in 
the 1990s were part of the larger growth and spreadgrowth and spread spread 
of environmental activism that both respondedenvironmental activism that both responded activism that both responded 
to, and strategically used, international partners, 
international organizations, and international norms.zations, and international norms.ations, and international norms. 

The growing acceptance of the globalhe growing acceptance of the globalthe globalglobal 
environmental movement is not only shown by the is not only shown by the 
increasing number of its members but also shown byshown by 
the increasing participation of major environmentaling participation of major environmentalmajor environmental 
groups at international conferences (Doherty, at international conferences (Doherty,at international conferences (Doherty,international conferences (Doherty,s (Doherty,Doherty,, 
2002: 39). For instance, total membership of ten. For instance, total membership of tenFor instance, total membership of ten 
organizations, such as Greenpeace Internationalzations, such as Greenpeace Internationalations, such as Greenpeace International 
and ���e �or��d �i��d��i��e �und (���) �igni��can���y 
grew in 1990, compared to 1985 (Keck & Sikkink, 
1998: 128). Meanwhile, increasing participation 
within international conferences occurred whenoccurred when when 
many global environmental movements such as 
Greenpeace International, the WWF, Friends of thethe WWF, Friends of theFriends of the 
Earth International, Oxfam, World Resource InstituteInstitutenstitute 
(WRI), and the Third World Network, participatedthe Third World Network, participatedThird World Network, participated, participated participated 
in the serial meetings of the UNCED. Most of thethe UNCED. Most of theUNCED. Most of the 
environmental groups were active in lobbying 
national governments, and also active at majors, and also active at major, and also active at major 
conferences, including the preparatory negotiations,, 
by gaining a ��a�u� a� o����cia�� ob�erver� (�onne��y & 
Smith, 2003: 234).2003: 234).234). 

This meant that most states accept the activeost states accept the active 
participation of the environmental NGOs withinNGOs within within 
the international system. For example, Greenpeacem. For example, Greenpeace 
International, Environment and Development 
Action in the Third World, and International Union 
for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) were 
represented among the 120 individuals making up 
the working parties of the Preparatory Commission 

Session (Conca, 1996: 111). Moreover, some NGOs 
representatives were included in 15 state’s delegations5 state’s delegationsstate’s delegations’s delegationss delegations delegations 
as members (Doherty, 1994: 207). Finally, severaloherty, 1994: 207). Finally, several 1994: 207). Finally, several 207). Finally, several Finally, several 
NGOs provided all delegations in the UNCED with provided all delegations in the UNCED with the UNCED with UNCED with 
background documents and information used in the 
drafting of Agenda 21. Agenda 21 was the major 
outcome of UNCED, an 800-page program designedan 800-page program designed-page program designedpage program designeddesigned 
to form a basis for international action toward the 
development and realization of green diplomacy. Itrealization of green diplomacy. It of green diplomacy. It 
has four sections: a social and economic dimension; 
conservation and management of resources 
development; strengthening the role of major social 
groups; and means of implementation (Connely &Connely & 
Smith, 2003: 240)., 2003: 240). 

Therefore, the UNCED encourages thethe UNCED encourages theUNCED encourages theencourages the the 
environmental NGOs to work together internationally 
on issues of environment and development. Although 
environmental NGOs had already started working 
together successfully around single issues before 
UNCED, the agenda of the Earth Summit required a 
more integrated approach among them in formulating 
a strategy for preserving the environment (Dodds,for preserving the environment (Dodds, preserving the environment (Dodds, 
2001:203). Post-UNCED, environmental NGOs 
have helped create, or strategically used, international, or strategically used, international or strategically used, international, international international 
norms to promote policy changes at the domestics to promote policy changes at the domestic to promote policy changes at the domesticthe domesticdomestic 
level in a variety of situations (Reinmann, 2003:situations (Reinmann, 2003: (Reinmann, 2003: 
6). Utilizing the environmental norm, NGOs plays play play 
a most valuable role in enforcing compliance withmost valuable role in enforcing compliance with 
treaties and conventions among states. It is possible 
for the global environmental movement or NGOs tothe global environmental movement or NGOs toglobal environmental movement or NGOs tos to to 
hold states accountable for environmental policies 
by referring to international standards and appealing 
to international norms. 

Consequently, in some cases the involvement 
of global environmental NGOs challenges thes challenges the challenges the 
hegemony of state politics. This is because 
NGOs establish a non-territorially based focus of 
political identity. It creates new forms of political. It creates new forms of political It creates new forms of politicalIt creates new forms of politicalcreates new forms of politicals of political of political 
organization, particularly in areas where the order ofly in areas where the order ofareas where the order of 
state government has broken down, and embodiedgovernment has broken down, and embodiedhas broken down, and embodiedbroken down, and embodied, and embodied 
in the idea of global moral community (Ruggie in the idea of global moral community (Ruggie in 
Hurrel, 1995: 146). For example by distributing1995: 146). For example by distributing146). For example by distributing 
information and knowledge based on the researche research research 
of scientists, economists, and legal experts, the scientists, economists, and legal experts, the 
global environmental movement attempt to affectenvironmental movement attempt to affect 
government decision-making process. The Kyoto 
Protocol 1997 explains the role of environmental1997 explains the role of environmentalexplains the role of environmental 
NGOs in pressuring states to comply with thes to comply with the to comply with thewith thethe 
international norm (Nikkei Weekly, June 24, 2002).Weekly, June 24, 2002).eekly, June 24, 2002). 2002).2002). 

The opposition of the US, Canada, Australia, 
Japan, and New Zealand, known as JUSCANZ, 
towards the Kyoto Protocol stimulated somethe Kyoto Protocol stimulated somed some some 
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environmental NGOs to conduct a pressure action.al NGOs to conduct a pressure action. NGOs to conduct a pressure action. 
The Kyoto Protocol is a part of the United NationsKyoto Protocol is a part of the United Nationss 
Framework on Climate Change (UNFCCC), which 
requires the industrialized nations to reduce their 
collective emission of greenhouse gases by an 
average of 5.2 per cent below 1990 levels in the 
period of 2008-12. Most of states were reluctant tot to to 
ratify the Kyoto Protocol mostly because of nationalbecause of national national 
economic interests (Connely & Smith, 2003: 253).s (Connely & Smith, 2003: 253). (Connely & Smith, 2003: 253)., 2003: 253). 2003: 253).2003: 253).253). 
Fortunately, after the involvement of national and 
international NGOs, most of the opponent states,, most of the opponent states, most of the opponent states,, 
except the US, agreed to ratify the Kyoto Protocol., agreed to ratify the Kyoto Protocol. agreed to ratify the Kyoto Protocol. 
The environmental NGOs’ efforts were varied,were varied, varied,varied,, 
including rallying public opinion, implementing local rallying public opinion, implementing local 
government measures based on regional concerns, 
releasing the latest information on a regular basis 
independent of governments during internationalof governments during international governments during international 
conferences on global warming. The most important. The most important 
was when environmental NGOs conducted as when environmental NGOs conducted aa 
conference in Bonn in 2001 regarding this issue ine in 
order �o pu� �igni��can� pre��ure� on govern�en���o pu� �igni��can� pre��ure� on govern�en��pu� �igni��can� pre��ure� on govern�en���igni��can� pre��ure� on govern�en��pressures on governments on governments 
and built relationships based on trust between NGOsbetween NGOs NGOsNGOs 
and governments.. 

By using the environmental norm, they using the environmental norm, theusing the environmental norm, the the environmental norm, the 
environmental movement also joined a hybrid of a hybrid of hybrid ofof 
protest coalitions in opposing the dominance ofin opposing the dominance ofopposing the dominance ofing the dominance of the dominance of 
neo-liberal principles in international economic 
institutions. Liberalist economics appeared tos. Liberalist economics appeared toappeared to 
threaten environmental regulations, and entrenchs, and entrench, and entrench 
the power of Western corporations (Doherty,Western corporations (Doherty,estern corporations (Doherty, 
2002: 39). In the post-UNCED era, the discourse 
of environmentalism is evolving in the direction 
of crosscutting themes. The ecosystem focused oned on on 
air, water, and species is giving way to a social-
system focused on international trade, globaled on international trade, global on international trade, global 
��nance�� �overeign�y�� deve��op�en��� and o���er key 
processes and institutions. According to O’Brien et According to O’Brien et 
al. (2000: 167), most environment associations are. (2000: 167), most environment associations are (2000: 167), most environment associations are 
directing their lobbying towards global economic 
institutions such as the World Bank, the World Trade 
Organization (WTO) and the International Monetaryzation (WTO) and the International Monetaryation (WTO) and the International Monetary 
Fund (IMF). This is illustrated by several international 
environmental NGOs, such as Friends of the Earth, NGOs, such as Friends of the Earth, 
WRI, and WWF pursuing an eco-friendly changeand WWF pursuing an eco-friendly change pursuing an eco-friendly change 
towards the IMF. Also, some environmental NGOsAlso, some environmental NGOs, some environmental NGOs 
in Britain set up a Bretton Woods Project in 1995 to 
conduct further work on reform of the IMF and the 
World Bank (O’Brien et al., 2000: 170).’Brien et al., 2000: 170).Brien et al., 2000: 170).., 2000: 170)., 2000: 170). 

To sum up, it has been shown that international, it has been shown that internationalhas been shown that internationalthat international 
norms and international organizations played ans and international organizations played an and international organizations played ans played an played an 
important role in aiding the emergence of the globalthe globalglobal 
environment movement in the post-Cold War era. in the post-Cold War era.. 

Conclusion

Unlike other international norms, the environmental other international norms, the environmentalother international norms, the environmental environmentalenvironmental 
norm is predominantly pursued by the UN as the 
norm entrepreneur. This means that the establishment 
of an environmental regime was formed by pressure environmental regime was formed by pressureenvironmental regime was formed by pressure formed by pressureformed by pressure 
from “above� rather than from “below�, or from the “above� rather than from “below�, or from the“above� rather than from “below�, or from the 
environmental movement or NGOs. However, it does 
not mean that the global environmental NGOs do 
not contribute in shaping norm institutionalization. 
The contribution of NGOs is seen after the demise contribution of NGOs is seen after the demisecontribution of NGOs is seen after the demise of NGOs is seen after the demiseof NGOs is seen after the demise NGOs is seen after the demiseNGOs is seen after the demise is seen after the demiseis seen after the demise seen after the demiseseen after the demise after the demiseafter the demise 
of the Cold War, when the decline in military when the decline in militarywhen the decline in military the decline in militarythe decline in military decline in militarydecline in military in militaryin military militarymilitary 
security issues enabled a focus on the environment. issues enabled a focus on the environment.issues enabled a focus on the environment. enabled a focus on the environment.enabled a focus on the environment. a focus on the environment.a focus on the environment. focus on the environment.focus on the environment. on the environment.on the environment. the environment.the environment. environment.environment. 
Compared with the political context of the post-Coldhe political context of the post-Coldpost-Coldost-Cold 
War period, the atmosphere during the Cold War wasperiod, the atmosphere during the Cold War wasduring the Cold War waswas 
di����cu��� �o pro�o�e bo��� environ�en�a�� nor� and 
environmental NGOs because besides the militaryecause besides the military besides the military 
orientation among states, the norm on sustainablenorm on sustainable 
deve��op�en� were �u�� ��ar�ing �o ��nd ���eir way 
within the international system.international system.system. 

Therefore, the nexus between the environmental 
norm and global environmental movements within 
the international system is best understood as two-
��age proce��. ���e ��r�� ��age i� ���e �ocia��iza�ion o�� 
an environmental norm among states, followed by 
the socialization process of the environmental NGOszation process of the environmental NGOsation process of the environmental NGOsenvironmental NGOs NGOs 
as an inevitable actor within international system. 
This illustrates an important focus of study is that of important focus of study is that of focus of study is that ofstudy is that ofof 
a multicentric world. This phenomenon has emerged. This phenomenon has emerged 
through the contribution of non-state actors withinthe contribution of non-state actors within 
the realm of ordinary international practise alongside alongsidealongside 
the state-centric system. These actors may coexist-centric system. These actors may coexistcentric system. These actors may coexistese actors may coexistse actors may coexistactors may coexistctors may coexist 
and will continue to play their roles in supportingwill continue to play their roles in supportingcontinue to play their roles in supportingto play their roles in supportingin supportingsupportingupportinging 
international norms in complex ways.s in complex ways.. 
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